Abstract-Medical molecular biology is developing rapidly in recent years, whose theories and techniques have promoted the development of medical imaging, and it made huge influence on the modern medical imaging. Medical molecular biology's development has extremely improved people's understanding and treatment on the diseases. The development of molecular imaging was based on the development of medical molecular biology, which is the most important branch of medical imaging. So, it is necessary and urgent for the radiologists to master the basic knowledge and new developments of medical molecular biology. This paper aimed to discuss the significance and ways of learning the medical molecular biology.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of modern medicine requires the physician to work hard and learn more knowledge. It is reported that the development of medical molecular biology further enhanced the clinicians' awareness of the diseases. The research of modern molecular biology refers to the nature of diseases, which affected the development of modern medicine especially the medical imaging [1, 2] . In 21th century, it has become an important way to study the occurrence, development and treatment of the lesions in the molecular and cellular levels. Recently, medical molecular biology's methods and technologies have been used widely in the basic and clinical studies, which lead to the newly developing discipline-molecular imaging, and it is the hot spot in the studies of medical imaging [3, 4] . It is very important for the radiologists to learn and use medical molecular biology's knowledge, such as helping radiologists to know the latest information and hot spot of diseases in the molecular and cellular levels, improving clinical diagnostic ability and level, etc. However, because of the lack of relevant knowledge or outdated knowledge, some radiologists are limited to diagnosing diseases, evaluating curative effect and judging prognosis of the patients especially in the diagnosis by using molecular imaging. So, with the emergence of molecular imaging and the development of medical molecular biology, radiologists are required to master the related theories and skills of the medical molecular biology, and then they could do efficiently in clinical work and scientific researches about the medical imaging.
II. THE VALUE OF MEDICAL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY FOR THE MEDICAL IMAGING
In the latest years, medical molecular biology developed rapidly in its theory and application, which has permeated through the medical areas. Molecular imaging which is a newly emerging discipline is at the forefront of the development of medical imaging. The emergency and development of molecular imaging will lead the direction of the medical imaging [5] . Different from the morphological description of the traditional radiology, molecular imaging applies medical imaging devices to observe non-invasively the physiological and pathological process of lesions by the means of functional magnetic resonance imaging, molecular probe and contrast material, etc. It can make qualitative or quantitative observation of the pathological changes in the molecular and cellular levels before organs or tissues changing their forms [6] .
For example, magnetic resonance spectrum can show tumor's metabolism and response to the therapy. According to marking the specific factors of the lesions, MRI can show the pathological and biological changes when lesions happen and develop, and molecular imaging helps to diagnose some type tumors in early stage and to do researches on the mechanism of lesions. With the help of computed tomography energy spectrum imaging or the molecular probe, computed tomography examination or magnetic resonance imaging can determine the nature of tumors and their metastasis in some extent. So, radiologists can make qualitative diagnosis and judge the stage of the lesions. In the study of treatment effect of the lesions, based on the markers of the lesions or the magnetic resonance spectrum technique, the changing of the masses in the shape and volume can be shown directly, and the metabolism of the masses may be shown, which gives obvious reference to the judgment of treatment effect. The techniques of molecular imaging not only provide significant ways for related fundamental researches but play an crucial role in clinical study [7] .
In the newly developing medical model, molecular imaging techniques may help to treat diseases while diagnosing in the 
III. THE NECESSITY FOR THE RADIOLOGISTS TO MASTER THE KNOWLEDGE OF MEDICAL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
The molecular imaging is a newly emerging discipline based on the development of the medical molecular biology, computed science and medical imaging, etc. Molecular imaging uses some available medical imaging techniques, such as nuclear medicine and magnetic resonance imaging, to take images lively in the physiological and pathological processes at the molecular level inside human body. It's a safe technique which can be repeated and have immeasurable functions in diagnosis, treatment and assessment of the clinical treatment and mechanism.
As a radiologist who want to master and use the molecular imaging, he should learn not only the conventional radiological knowledge but the knowledge of the medical molecular biology, such as the mechanism and techniques of molecular probe, how to choose the specific factor of the tumors, the analysis shown in related imaging, etc. The molecular imaging changes from simple morphological study to functional analysis, from subjective diagnosis into qualitative and quantitative analysis. So, radiologists must learn the knowledge of medical molecular biology, and make progresses in inventing molecular probe, specific marker and the performance of molecular imaging. They should show the occurrence and the development of diseases directly in early stage and the effect after treatment by the means of advanced imaging. So, they can achieve the long-term development of molecular imaging. Because of the emergency of related techniques, molecular imaging places more emphasis on the analysis of individual difference, which give important opportunity for the individual diagnosis-accurate imaging diagnosis.
In the future, the molecular imaging is to proceed with the developing process of individual accurate imaging diagnosis, such as picking out specific diagnostic markers of tumor, making corresponding specific molecular probe, making fittest diagnostic plan for patients by the individual analysis of molecular imaging, and providing with the functions of supervision and evaluation, so that realize the union of diagnosis and treatment. In a word, it has enormous leading significance in improving radiologists' comprehensive diagnostic and curative ability by mastering the knowledge of medical molecular biology. Currently, many medical universities in China have established courses about medical molecular biology and related experiences; they also have corresponding planning and experimental materials. So, radiologists who graduate from medical university know the basic knowledge of medical molecular biology. However, because the theories and techniques of medical molecular biology update continually, radiologists have to keep studying personally so that they will know the latest development about medical molecular biology. The medical molecular biology is a new area which has no professional physicians, and we need to study again [8] .
IV. THE WAY TO STRENGTHEN THE LEARNING OF MEDICAL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Radiologists should realize the importance of learning knowledge of medical molecular biology and study positively. Except for the study arranged by hospitals, department and disciplinary team, more importantly, they should learn by themselves and get necessary related theories and skills through continuing education. In the process of continuing education, radiologists need control the depth and width of study for themselves. Practical work need the research of the mechanism of diseases, the evaluation of treatment and the judgment of prognosis, which requires radiologists to master the related theories and related skills of the medical molecular biology, then they can adapt better to the clinical practice.
There are so many ways for radiologists to get medical molecular biology's knowledge: (1) Learning the basic theory of medical molecular biology roundly and systematically. The radiologists need to choose reference books according to their own condition. They can give priority to country planning teaching materials so that they can master the theories gradually and understand different kinds of frequent-used nouns, terms and some involved research areas. Recently, the medical public class established by medical universities on the Internet is becoming more and more complete and perfect. Student can also learn by massive open online courses, which helps to understand and master the knowledge [9] . Know the latest development and research trends through professional magazine and document. (2) Determine the direction and learn the related professional skills. The study of molecular imaging refers to many disciplines, so radiologists should determine their own research direction and learn something targeted in study.
It is easy and convenient to study on the Internet, its comprehensive contents and convenient search play an irreplaceable role in medical continuing education. We can use nets, such as CNKI (China national knowledge infrastructure) to choose documents and resource to study. In addition, we can not only follow the latest trends but communicate and discuss with others through other professional nets of medical molecular biology. Emphasize the academic exchange and cooperative research. It is essential to participate in lectures or special meetings, especially the national or international activities. We can know the latest applications and trends of molecular imaging and medical molecular biology through this academic communication. Furthermore, we can discuss directly with our colleagues or experts so that we can get necessary indication and help. Nowadays, with the fast development of science and technique, the molecular imaging can't be developed only by radiologists. Only the cooperation with the experts of medical molecular biology can promote the development of molecular imaging and its clinical applications. As a new subject, the development of the molecular imaging needs everyone's effort, and radiologists should take the responsibility of promoting the developing of the molecular imaging. The radiologists should not only communicate and work with the fundamental disciplines but make the best use of bilateral advantages. So, there is no doubt that strengthening the cooperation and communication helps to deal with the problems involved in the development of molecular imaging and promote radiologists' research and study of medical molecular biology.
V. SUMMARY
In brief, medical molecular biology is a powerful medical leading discipline. The emergency of molecular imaging is the result of medical development caused by the medical molecular imaging's theories and techniques. As the radiologists of 21th century, they must pay high attention to the learning and researching of the molecular imaging. Only when they learn and use the related fundamental knowledge and techniques well, they can adapt to the medical imaging development in 21th century and provide the clinical work with better service.
